The following report contains research on Sam Peters, a Republican candidate in Nevada’s 4th Congressional District. Research for this research book was conducted by the DCCC’s Research Department between September 2021 and June 2022. By accepting this report, you are accepting responsibility for all information and analysis included. Therefore, it is your responsibility to verify all claims against the original documentation before you make use of it. Make sure you understand the facts behind our conclusions before making any specific charges against anyone.
**Significant Findings**

**Peters Denied That Biden Was The Duly Elected President, Would Have Voted To Overturn The 2020 Election, And Supported Plans That Would Threaten Nevadans’ Right To Vote**

✓ In a 2022 radio ad, Peters said that the 2020 election was “stolen.”

✓ Peters said he would have voted against certifying the 2020 presidential election results on January 6th.

✓ Peters told the New York Times that he was not sure that Joe Biden legitimately won Nevada in the 2020 presidential election.

✓ Peters supported requiring voter ID for all federal election, supported election audits, and compared his election fraud activism to Mike Lindell’s.

**Peters Defended January 6th Insurrections As “Civically Engaged” Citizens And Touted His Endorsements From MAGA Insurrectionists, Conspiracy Theorists And QAnon Supporters**

✓ Peters said he would join Marjorie Taylor Greene to protect the rights of jailed January 6th insurrectionists, and, in a fundraising email, Peters defended January 6th insurrectionists as “civically engaged American citizens exercising their constitutional freedoms.

✓ Peters was endorsed by Marjorie Taylor Greene, who spread QAnon-based conspiracy theories, incited violence against elected officials and law enforcement, and suggested that the 2017 Las Vegas mass shooting was a false flag attack.

  ✓ Peters said it was a compliment to be considered the male Marjorie Taylor Greene.

✓ Peters touted his endorsement by “The Great” Paul Gosar and Andy Biggs, who participated in planning meetings with January 6th insurrectionists to overturn the 2020 election.

✓ Peters tweeted that he was excited to serve with JR Majewski, a QAnon supporter and January 6th insurrectionists that breached police barriers during the US Capitol riot.

**Peters Supported Overturning Roe V. Wade To Ban Abortion And Claimed Democrats Were “Killers” For Supporting Abortion**

✓ In a radio interview, Peters said that he supported a 20-week abortion ban because he believed it could be the impetus for overturning Roe v. Wade and advancing the pro-life movement.

✓ Peters tweeted that Democrats were “killers” for supporting abortion.
Peters Opposed COVID-19 Relief Funds, And The Notion That The Government Could Financially Assist Struggling Americans, But Took $72,000 In Relief Funds For His Own Business

✓ Peters Family Insurance LLC was the recipient of over $72,000 in PPP Loan funds in February 2021.
✓ Peters was the President and CEO of Peters Family Insurance LLC.
✓ But Peters attacked COVID relief bills, including both the CARES Act and the American Rescue Plan.
  ✓ Peters called the American Rescue Plan “a mortgage on the future of our country that our children’s children will have to pay.”
  ✓ Peters opposed the additional $600 added to unemployment benefits by the CARES Act, claiming it was “not sustainable.”
✓ Peters said that the $1,200 economic stimulus payments in the CARES Act should have been made on an opt-in basis.
✓ Peters spread conspiracy theories that doctors were inflating COVID-19 death rates to receive more federal funding and said that ivermectin, a horse dewormer medication, could treat COVID-19 while vaccines could be fatal.

Peters Was An Insurance Agent Who “Supported Repealing The ACA In Its Entirety”

✓ Peters operated Peters Family Insurance LLC, an Allstate Agency in Las Vegas that “specialized in all lines of insurance.”
✓ Peters supported “Repealing the ACA in its entirety.”
  ✓ In 2019, 310,200 Nevadans with pre-existing conditions in the 4th Congressional District would have lost protections if the ACA was repealed in its entirety.
✓ Peters wanted to regulate the health insurance industry like Nevada’s auto insurance industry.
  ✓ All drivers are required to purchase auto insurance in Nevada.

Peters Supported The 2017 GOP Tax Bill, Which Raised Taxes On The Middle Class While Increasing The National Debt And Cutting Taxes For The Wealthy And Corporations

✓ During a radio interview, Peters praised Trump for passing the 2017 Tax Cuts And Jobs Act.
  ✓ TCJA was estimated to increase the national debt between $1-2 trillion.
  ✓ TCJA lowered the corporate tax rate and gave 83 percent of tax benefits to the top 1% of earners.
  ✓ TCJA was set to raise taxes on poor and middle-class Americans in 2027.

Peters Supported Abolishing The Department Of Education

✓ Peters tweeted that he would cosponsor and vote for a Rep. Massie bill to abolish the federal Department of Education.
✓ Peters tweeted he was committed to trying to repeal almost all federal education laws.

**Peters Opposed Red Flag Laws To Confiscate Guns From Domestic Abusers And Expanded Background Checks On Firearm Sales**

✓ Peters claimed that he fought against Nevada’s Red Flag Law, which was designed to confiscate guns from Domestic Abusers.

✓ Peters opposed expanded background checks on firearm sales.

✓ Peters called himself a “Card-Carrying” member of the National Rifle Association.

**Peters Believed That All Undocumented Immigrants Should Be Deported And Made To Apply To Enter Through The Legal Immigration System**

✓ Peters said that he wanted to remove all undocumented immigrants from the country, after which they could apply to enter the country through the legal immigration system.

✓ Peters had an 11-point immigration plan which included steps to “build the wall,” end “chain migration for non-immediate family members,” prohibit sanctuary cities, end the visa lottery, increase “penalties on businesses that knowingly hire illegal aliens,” and enact merit-based immigration reform.

✓ Peters supported shutting down the US-Mexico border and argued doing so was “humane.”

✓ Peters shared a post encouraging people to report “illegal aliens” to ICE.

**Peters Opposed Raising The Minimum Wage To $15 Per Hour**

✓ Peters opposed raising the minimum wage to $15 per hour and tweeted that he supported removing that provision from the American Rescue Plan.

---

**Background**

- **BORN:** 10/30/74 Samuel James Peters (46 years old)
- **FAMILY:** Melissa (Lunsford) Peters (wife); Connor (son); Callie (daughter); Kelsey Jenkins (daughter from a previous relationship)
- **HOME:** 6618 Collingsworth St, Las Vegas, NV, 89131
- **EDUCATION:** Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice Administration, Park University, 1995-2001; Master of Science in Administration, Central Michigan University, 2003-2005; Graduate-Level Certificate Program in Organizational Finance, University of Maryland University College, 2010-2011; Air Force Air Command and Staff College
- **PROFESSIONAL:** President and CEO, Peters Family Insurance, 2015-present; Field Sales Leader, Allstate Insurance Corporations, 2013-2015
- **MILITARY:** Major, US Air Force, 1992-2013
- **AWARDS:** Bronze Star
- **ORGANIZATIONS:** Rotary Club International, American Diabetes Association, American Heart Association, St. Baldrick’s Children’s Cancer Research
- **LICENSES:** Nevada Insurance Agent license
Peters Denied That Biden Was The Duly Elected President, Would Have Voted To Overturn The 2020 Election, And Supported Plans That Would Threaten Nevadans’ Right To Vote

In A 2022 Radio Ad, Peters Said The 2020 Election Was “Stolen”

AUDIO: Peters Called The 2020 Election “Stolen” In A Radio Ad. PETERS: [06:00] “I’m Major Sam Peters, candidate for Congress in Nevada’s Fourth District. I earned a bronze star while deployed to Afghanistan keeping America safe. Now I’m going to DC and kick some anti-American Ass in Congress. Dementia Joe Biden, Illegal immigrants, a stolen election, critical race theory, mandates? Enough is enough. I’m Sam Peters. I’m not a career politician. Send me to Congress and I’ll fight for President Trump’s agenda, I’ll finish the wall, I’ll even go to the White House and tell Sleepy Joe right to his face: Let’s Go Brandon! Paid for by the Committee to Elect Sam Peters.” [Kevin Wall Radio, 2/9/22] (AUDIO)


June 2021: Peters Told The New York Times That He Would Not Have Voted To Certify The Presidential Election Results On January 6th. “I would not have voted to certify Jan. 6, not without more questions,’ said Sam Peters, a Nevada Republican who is campaigning for a Las Vegas-area House seat. He said he was not sure that Mr. Biden had legitimately won Nevada, even though the president did so by more than 33,000 votes. […] Mr. Peters already has a list of questions he would ask before voting to certify the 2024 election results, should he be in Congress then. ‘I’ll want to know that the elections have been transparent and that the states that have certified their elections did not have significant issues and questions that still haven’t been answered,’ he said in a recent interview. ‘I want to know that the states have certified them properly.’” [New York Times, 6/7/21]

- June 2021: Peters Told The New York Times That He Would Have Needed More Proof About The Transparency Of The Election Before Voting To Certify The Results. “I would not have voted to certify Jan. 6, not without more questions,” said Sam Peters, a Nevada Republican who is campaigning for a Las Vegas-area House seat. He said he was not sure that Mr. Biden had legitimately won Nevada, even though the president did so by more than 33,000 votes. […] Mr. Peters already has a list of questions he would ask before voting to certify the 2024 election results, should he be in Congress then. ‘I’ll want to know that the elections have been transparent and that the states that have certified their elections did not have significant issues and questions that still haven’t been answered,’ he said in a recent interview. ‘I want to know that the states have certified them properly.’” [New York Times, 6/7/21]

FiveThirtyEight: “Peters Said He Would Not Have Voted To Certify The 2020 Election Results Had He Been In Congress, And Said He Wasn’t Sure Biden Won Nevada.” “Business owner Sam Peters said he would not have voted to certify the 2020 election results had he been in Congress, and said he wasn’t sure Biden won Nevada — a state the president won by more than 33,000 votes.” [FiveThirtyEight, 6/14/22]

Peters Said He Would Have Voted No On Certifying The 2020 Presidential Election Results. “Election integrity is another issue the candidate is running on, advocating for a national voter ID mandate and more transparency in the election process. Mr. Peters said had he been in Congress last year, he would have joined 147 Senate and House Republicans who voted not to certify the 2020 presidential results.” [Washington Times, 7/31/21]

June 2021: Peters Told The New York Times That He Was Not Sure That Joe Biden Legitimately Won Nevada In 2020
June 2021: Peters Told The New York Times That He Was Not Sure That Joe Biden Legitimately Won Nevada In 2020. “‘I would not have voted to certify Jan. 6, not without more questions,’ said Sam Peters, a Nevada Republican who is campaigning for a Las Vegas-area House seat. He said he was not sure that Mr. Biden had legitimately won Nevada, even though the president did so by more than 33,000 votes. […] Mr. Peters already has a list of questions he would ask before voting to certify the 2024 election results, should he be in Congress then. ‘I’ll want to know that the elections have been transparent and that the states that have certified their elections did not have significant issues and questions that still haven’t been answered,’ he said in a recent interview. ‘I want to know that the states have certified them properly.’” [New York Times, 6/7/21]


Chuck Callesto @ChuckCallesto · Dec 31, 2020
REPORT: Pennsylvania Republicans find 'alarming discrepancy' TWICE THE MARGIN of Biden's victory...

Sam Peters - Candidate for NV CD4 @SamPeters... · Dec 31, 2020
When will an elected official use the evidence to do what’s right? Where is the courage in #America?

Know who you voted for. Remember when they wouldn’t stand up for you. And the #Constitution.

Peters Supported Requiring Voter ID For All Federal Elections

Peters Advocated For A National Voter ID Mandate And More Transparency In The Election Process. “Election integrity is another issue the candidate is running on, advocating for a national voter ID mandate and more transparency in the election process. Mr. Peters said had he been in Congress last year, he would have joined 147 Senate and House Republicans who voted not to certify the 2020 presidential results.” [Washington Times, 7/31/21]

Peters Supported Requiring Voter ID For All Federal Elections. According to Peters’ campaign Facebook page, Peters said “One of my principal positions will be eliminating voter fraud and legislating voter ID requirements for ALL Federal elections. The 19th, 24th and 26th Amendments are clear and all begin as follows: ‘The right of citizens of the United States...to vote...shall not be denied or abridged by the United States’. Citizens. Refer to 14th Amendment, section 1 for definition. It’s clear. A vote for me, means action.” [Sam Peters for Congress, Facebook, 4/3/19]
Peters Supported Election Audits And Voter ID Legislation

Peters Said He Wanted To Demand Election Audits And Voter ID Legislation. “Peters told supporters that, among other things, he was running to protect individual liberties, build a wall on the U.S.-Mexico border, protect the strength of the military and decrease the size of government, starting with ‘defunding (Dr. Anthony) Fauci.’ He said he wants to demand election audits and voter ID legislation.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 9/14/21]

AUDIO: Peters Compared His Election Fraud Activism Against Dominion To Mike Lindell’s. PETERS: [59:04] “The fact of the matter is the only person really beating the drum on the Dominion machines, aside from myself, is Mike Lindell.” [Tracking, Meet and Greet in Pahrump, 1/21/22] (AUDIO)

Peters Defended January 6th Insurrectionists As “Civically Engaged” Citizens And Touted His Endorsements From Insurrectionists, Conspiracy Theorists, And QAnon Supporters


Peters Said He Would Join With Marjorie Taylor Greene To “Protect Rights” Of January 6th Defendants. “When did political persecution become acceptable in America? This is not ok. In Congress, I will join Congresswoman Greene to protect rights and the rule of law. Based on law, not politics. America is better than this.” Responding to Tucker Carlson “Virtually no lawmakers have gone to check up on the January 6th protesters still rotting in the DC jail for more than 10 months. Congresswoman Marjorie Taylor Greene just went and was
shocked by what she found.” [Facebook, Sam Peters, 11/9/21]

Peters Called January 6th Defendants “Civically Engaged American Citizens Exercising Their Constitutional Freedoms.” “Meanwhile an untold number of Americans are still behind bars for their participation in a protest at the nation’s capital last January without due process. Radical Left Democrats are terrified of civically engaged American citizens exercising their constitutional freedoms.”
Peters Was Endorsed By Far-Right Freedom Caucus Members And The “Trump Wing” Of The GOP

Peters Aligned Himself With The House Freedom Caucus And Believed The Freedom Caucus Was The Only “Constitutionally Grounded” Group In DC. “Peters mentioned he has aligned himself with the Freedom caucus in Washington where two of its members have endorsed him. He stated he believes the Freedom Caucus is the only true Constitutionally-grounded group in Washington.” [The Progress, 1/18/22]

Peters Was Endorsed By The GOP’s “Trump Wing,” Including Paul Gosar And Andy Biggs. “Endorsed by the Nevada Republican Party in May, Mr. Peters had played up the support of several leading figures in the party’s Trump wing, including Representatives Paul Gosar and Andy Biggs, who are both from Arizona.” [New York Times, 6/15/22]

Peters Was Endorsed By Members Of The Far-Right House Freedom Caucus, Sheriff Joe Arpaio, And Far Right Talk Radio Host Wayne Allyn Root. “Peters is endorsed by members of the far-right House Freedom Caucus, as well as controversial Republican politicians and personalities including Sheriff Joe Arpaio and far right talk radio host Wayne Allyn Root.” [Nevada Current, 6/14/22]

Peters Praised Marjorie Taylor Greene, Who Spread QAnon Based Conspiracy Theories, Incited Violence Against Elected Officials And Law Enforcement, And Suggested That The 2017 Las Vegas Mass Shooting Was A False Flag Attack

Peters Said He Would Join With Greene To Protect The Rights Of January 6th Insurrectionists And Said Greene Was “Amazing” And That It Was A Compliment To Be The “Male Marjorie Taylor Greene”

Peters Said He Would Join With Marjorie Taylor Greene To “Protect Rights” Of January 6th Defendants.
“When did political persecution become acceptable in America? This is not ok. In Congress, I will join Congresswoman Greene to protect rights and the rule of law. Based on law, not politics. America is better than this.” Responding to Tucker Carlson “Virtually no lawmakers have gone to check up on the January 6th protesters still rotting in the DC jail for more than 10 months. Congresswoman Marjorie Taylor Greene just went and was shocked by what she found.” [Facebook, Sam Peters, 11/9/21]

**AUDIO:** September: Peters Said Marjorie Taylor Greene “Is Amazing. She’s One Of Those Folks Like Jim Jordan Who Is Unafraid To Speak Up And Say The Right Things” PETERS: [17:56] “You mentioned Marjorie Taylor Greene, who is a member of the Freedom Caucus, and she is amazing. She’s one of those folks like Jim Jordan who is unafraid to speak up and say the right things, and say in the face of—just like Donald Trump when he was in office, and Congress was after him for four years, impeaching him twice.” [Tracking, Sam Peters Tele-Townhall, 9/18/21] (AUDIO)

**Peters Said It Was A Compliment To Be Consider A “Male Marjorie Taylor Greene.”** “A male @RepMTG … The best complement this week! Thank you. #AmericaFirst #BuildTheWall” replying to “Oh great a male Marjorie Taylor Green. Somebody needs to tell Sam that getting a gun in Nevada isn’t a problem, the problem is not getting killed by one while attending a concert.” [Twitter, 4/14/22]

**Greene Promoted QAnon-Based Anti-Semitic Conspiracy Theories And Called For Democratic Politicians And Law Enforcement Officials To Be Executed**

**Marjorie Taylor Green Promoted Conspiracy Theories And Spread Violent Sentiments About Democratic Politicians.** “Prior to her election to Congress last year, Greene expressed support on social media for the assassination of Speaker Nancy Pelosi; agreed with those who said the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman..."
Douglas High School in Parkland, Fla., in 2018 was a ‘false flag’ operation; questioned whether a plane hit the Pentagon on 9/11; said President Barack Obama was Muslim; posted a photo of herself on Facebook holding a gun to images of Democratic Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar, and Rashida Tlaib; mused that a space laser aligned with Jewish financial interests caused devastating wildfires in California; and aligned herself with QAnon, a baseless belief about an anti-Trump ‘deep state’ that engages in child sex trafficking and satanism.” [Roll Call, 2/4/21]

January 2018: Marjorie Taylor Greene Called QAnon Q “A Patriot.” Greene: “Recently there has been a lot of chatter in small circles among those who search for the truth. There has been an anonymous voice, with obvious intelligence beyond the normal person telling of things to come. They call themselves Q. Make no mistake, Q is a patriot.” [American Truth Seekers, Marjorie Greene, 1/20/18]

November 2017: Marjorie Taylor Green Supported QAnon Conspiracy Theory. Greene: “Have you guys been following, 4chan, A – any of that stuff? […] I don’t know who Q is, but I’m just going to tell you about it, because I think it’s something worth listening to and paying attention to.” [YouTube, Glow 4, 6/4/20] (Audio)

QAnon Conspiracy Theories Echo The “Protocols Of The Elders Of Zion.” “QAnon’s conspiracy theories echo the “Protocols of the Elders of Zion,” the source of one of the most enduring antisemitic conspiracy theories in history, which proposes that a secret group of Jews controls the world, and also references blood libel.” [Haaretz, 2/4/21]

2018-2019: Marjorie Taylor Greene Expressed Support For Execution Of Democratic Politicians And Law Enforcement Officials Before Being Elected To Congress. “Greene repeatedly indicated support for executing prominent Democratic politicians -- including House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, former President Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, and John Kerry -- and FBI agents in 2018 and 2019 before being elected to Congress.” [CNN, 2/4/21]

Marjorie Taylor Greene Suggested That Nancy Pelosi Could Be Executed For Treason. “In one speech, promoting the petition, Greene suggested Pelosi could be executed for treason. ‘She's a traitor to our country, she's guilty of treason,’ Greene says in the video, which she posted on Facebook at the time. ‘She took an oath to protect American citizens and uphold our laws. And she gives aid and comfort to our enemies who illegally invade our land. That's what treason is. And by our law representatives and senators can be kicked out and no longer serve in our government. And it's, uh, it's a crime punishable by death is what treason is. Nancy Pelosi is guilty of treason.’” [CNN, 1/26/21]

October 2018: Marjorie Taylor Greene Liked And Agreed With Multiple Comments That The Live Bombs Sent To Democrats And CNN Were A Staged Operation. “After live bombs were sent to Democratic politicians and CNN in October 2018, Greene repeatedly liked and agreed with multiple comments that the terrorist act was a "false flag" operation staged by Democrats.” [CNN, 2/4/21]

Marjorie Taylor Greene Suggested The 2018 Parkland Shooting And 2017 Las Vegas Mass Shootings Were False Flag Attacks

Marjorie Taylor Greene Agreed With A Facebook Post Claiming The Parkland Shooting Was A False Flag. “In a previously unreported interaction, Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-GA) agreed with a 2018 Facebook comment that the deadly mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, was actually a “false flag” planned event.” [Media Matters, 1/19/21]

• Marjorie Taylor Greene Implied Broward County Sherriff’s Retirement Pension Was A Payoff. “Greene, now a member of Congress, was one of those people who spread such claims on Facebook. In May 2018, she posted a story about disgraced Broward County sheriff’s deputy Scot Peterson receiving a retirement pension. In the comments section, someone wrote: ‘It’s called a pay off to keep his mouth shut since it was a false flag
planned shooting.’ Greene replied: ‘Exactly.’ (Update 1/20/21: These remarks have since been removed.)”

[Media Matters, 1/19/21]

Marjorie Taylor Greene Said It Was True It Wasn’t A Coincidence That Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Had The Same Acronym As ‘Mass Shooting Department Of Homeland Security. [Media Matters, 1/21/21]

October 2017: Marjorie Taylor Greene Questioned If The Las Vegas Shooting Was Part Of A Plan To Attack The Second Amendment. Greene: “The Second Amendment is under attack. At least I believe it is, and I believe gun control will be the controlled reaction to the horror that unfolded over a week ago at the Route 91 Harvest Festival. Now there is another source that says that could be the very motive of the Las Vegas Massacre, a London Think Tank. It is sad and alarming that the FBI and other investigators have not revealed any real motive for Stephen Paddock to do what he did. None one goes through the amount of effort and planning to kill so many people without leaving a reason for doing it. […] Read the email below and see for yourself how this could possibly be the motive with the desired goal to push America to eventually giving up or limiting one of our most sacred rights, the right to bear arms.” [American Truth Seekers, Marjorie Greene, 10/9/17]

Greene Suggested That The September 11th Terrorist Attacks Were Part Of A US Government Conspiracy

November 2018: Marjorie Taylor Greene Suggested The September 11 Terrorist Attacks Were Part Of A Government Conspiracy. Greene: “We had witnessed 9/11, the terrorist attack in New York and the plane that crashed in Pennsylvania and the so-called plane that crashed into the Pentagon. It's odd there's never any evidence shown for a plane in the Pentagon. But anyways, I won’t -- I'm not going to dive into the 9/11 conspiracy. But 9/11 had happened. Our country was very much into a war. We had invaded Iraq looking for weapons of mass destruction that we never found at that time. We were basically destabilizing the Middle East.” [YouTube, American Priority, 11/1/18] (Audio)

Peters Touted His Endorsement By “The Great” Paul Gosar And Andy Biggs, Who Participated In Planning Meetings With January 6th Insurrectionists

Peters Touted His Endorsement By “The Great” Paul Gosar And Andy Biggs

Peters Was Endorsed By The GOP’s “Trump Wing,” Including Paul Gosar And Andy Biggs. “Endorsed by the Nevada Republican Party in May, Mr. Peters had played up the support of several leading figures in the party’s Trump wing, including Representatives Paul Gosar and Andy Biggs, who are both from Arizona.” [New York Times, 6/15/22]

Gosar, Biggs, And Greene Participated In Planning Meetings With January 6th Insurrectionists, Offered Insurrectionists A “Blanket Pardon” And Called Biden An “Illegitimate Usurper”

HEADLINE: EXCLUSIVE: Jan. 6 Protest Organizers Say They Participated in ‘Dozens’ of Planning Meetings With Members of Congress and White House Staff. [Rolling Stone, 10/24/21]

Organizers Of The January 6 Attack Said Multiple Members Of Congress Were Intimately Involved In Planning Both The Efforts To Overturn The Election And The Violent Insurrection. “As the House investigation into the Jan. 6 attack heats up, some of the planners of the pro-Trump rallies that took place in Washington, D.C., have begun communicating with congressional investigators and sharing new information about what happened when the former president’s supporters stormed the U.S. Capitol. Two of these people have spoken to Rolling Stone extensively in recent weeks and detailed explosive allegations that multiple members of Congress were intimately involved in planning both Trump’s efforts to overturn his election loss and the Jan. 6 events that turned violent.” [Rolling Stone, 10/24/21]
• **Organizers Claimed To Have Met With Rep. Margorie Taylor Green And “Close To A Dozen” Other Lawmakers Or Their Staffs.** “The two sources, both of whom have been granted anonymity due to the ongoing investigation, describe participating in ‘dozens’ of planning briefings ahead of that day when Trump supporters broke into the Capitol as his election loss to President Joe Biden was being certified. ‘I remember Marjorie Taylor Greene specifically,’ the organizer says. ‘I remember talking to probably close to a dozen other members at one point or another or their staffs.’” [Rolling Stone, 10/24/21]


Organizers Claimed That Rep. Paul Gosar Encouraged Them To Plan The Protests By Offering A “Blanket Pardon.” “And Gosar, who has been one of the most prominent defenders of the Jan. 6 rioters, allegedly took things a step further. Both sources say he dangled the possibility of a ‘blanket pardon’ in an unrelated ongoing investigation to encourage them to plan the protests.” [Rolling Stone, 10/24/21]

• **Organizers Received Several Assurances About The “Blanket Pardon” From Rep. Gosar.** “The organizer claims the pair received “several assurances” about the “blanket pardon” from Gosar. ‘I was just going over the list of pardons and we just wanted to tell you guys how much we appreciate all the hard work you’ve been doing,’ Gosar said, according to the organizer.” [Rolling Stone, 10/24/21]


Rep. Paul Gosar Referred To Then President-Elect Biden As An Illegitimate Usurper And Told People To Be Ready To Defend The Constitution And The White House “Representative Paul Gosar of Arizona, who for weeks promoted the Jan. 6 protest and other ‘Stop the Steal’ events across the country more than a dozen times, repeatedly referred to Mr. Biden as an ‘illegitimate usurper’ and suggested that Mr. Trump was the victim of an attempted ‘coup.’ ‘Be ready to defend the Constitution and the White House,’ Mr. Gosar wrote in an op-ed titled ‘Are We Witnessing a Coup d’État?’” [New York Times, 1/11/21]

| Peters Tweeted That He Was Excited To Serve With JR Majewski, A QAnon Supporter And January 6th Insurrectionist That Breached Police Barricades During The Insurrection |

Peters Tweeted That He Was Excited To Serve With JR Majewski. “Thank you JR! Looking forward to serving with you.”
Majewski Admitted That He “Took Part In The Protest In Washington, D.C.” On January 6th, But Said He Never Entered The Capitol, And Was Cleared Of Wrongdoing By The FBI. “Majewski, 42, is an Air Force veteran and worked as a project manager in the nuclear industry. He told us in an endorsement interview that he decided to run because he “didn’t see any good Republicans” in the race. Although all of the candidates talked about improving election security, Majewski was the only one who flat-out told us he believed the 2020 presidential election was stolen (which isn’t true). He said he took part in the protest in Washington, D.C., on Jan. 6, although he didn’t enter the Capitol. He said that the FBI had cleared him of any wrongdoing that day. Majewski said he’d been accused of adhering to the QAnon conspiracy theory, although he disputed that characterization. He said he had appeared on a podcast with someone who did support QAnon.” [Chronicle-Telegram, Editorial, 4/26/22]

Majewski Admitted That He Breached Police Barricades And Walked Up To The Base Of The Capitol Building During The January 6th Insurrection. “Several months later, as Congress met to certify President Joe Biden's election win, Majewski was among the thousands of Trump supporters who attended the ‘Stop the Steal’ rally in Washington DC, later admitting to breaching police barricades and walking up to the base of the Capitol building. Majewski is now trying to return to the Capitol, but this time as a congressman representing the 9th district of Ohio, a seat currently held by Democratic Rep. Marcy Kapur.” [Business Insider, 6/27/21]

Majewski Said That He Raised Roughly $25,000 To Help Insurrectionists Attend The January 6th “Stop The Steal” Rally Where Donald Trump And His Allies Incited The Capitol Insurrection

Majewski Said That He Raised Roughly $25,000 To Help Insurrectionists Attend The January 6th “Stop The Steal” Rally Where Donald Trump And His Allies Incited The Capitol Insurrection. “Ohio congressional candidate J.R. Majewski said in a video posted online Friday that he had raised $25,000 to help others attend the Jan. 6 ‘Stop the Steal’ rally where Donald Trump and his allies helped incite an attack on the U.S. Capitol. ‘I raised about $20-25,000 somewhere, I can't remember the number exactly, through donations from other people and myself,' Majewski said. ‘I was able to raise enough money to take a lot of people to Washington, D.C.’ That rally was organized to protest the certification of President Joe Biden's victory over Trump in the 2020 presidential
election. It was at that event that Trump promised the crowd he would be with them as they marched down to the Capitol, telling them the country would not be won through weakness.” [American Independent, 4/5/21]

Majewski: “I Was Able To Raise Enough Money To Take A Lot Of People To Washington, D.C.” For The Capitol Insurrection. “Ohio congressional candidate J.R. Majewski said in a video posted online Friday that he had raised $25,000 to help others attend the Jan. 6 ‘Stop the Steal’ rally where Donald Trump and his allies helped incite an attack on the U.S. Capitol. ‘I raised about $20-25,000 somewhere, I can't remember the number exactly, through donations from other people and myself,’ Majewski said. ‘I was able to raise enough money to take a lot of people to Washington, D.C.’ That rally was organized to protest the certification of President Joe Biden's victory over Trump in the 2020 presidential election. It was at that event that Trump promised the crowd he would be with them as they marched down to the Capitol, telling them the country would not be won through weakness.” [American Independent, 4/5/21]

Majewski Campaigned On The “Big Lie” That The 2020 Presidential Election Was Stolen

Majewski Told The Chronicle-Telegram Editorial Board That He Believed The 2020 Presidential Election Was Rigged, And Admitted To Appearing On A Podcast With Qanon Supporters. “Majewski, 42, is an Air Force veteran and worked as a project manager in the nuclear industry. He told us in an endorsement interview that he decided to run because he “didn’t see any good Republicans” in the race. Although all of the candidates talked about improving election security, Majewski was the only one who flat-out told us he believed the 2020 presidential election was stolen (which isn’t true). He said he took part in the protest in Washington, D.C., on Jan. 6, although he didn’t enter the Capitol. He said that the FBI had cleared him of any wrongdoing that day. Majewski said he’d been accused of adhering to the QAnon conspiracy theory, although he disputed that characterization. He said he had appeared on a podcast with someone who did support QAnon.” [Chronicle-Telegram, Editorial, 4/26/22]

Majewski Said He Was “The Only Candidate In #OH09 Who Stands With President Trump Knowing Our 2020 Election Was Rigged.”
Majewski Promoted QAnon Conspiracy Theories On Live TV Interviews, Podcasts, And Social Media

Majewski Told The Chronicle-Telegram Editorial Board That He Believed The 2020 Presidential Election Was Rigged, And Admitted To Appearing On A Podcast With Qanon Supporters. “Majewski, 42, is an Air Force veteran and worked as a project manager in the nuclear industry. He told us in an endorsement interview that he decided to run because he “didn’t see any good Republicans” in the race. Although all of the candidates talked about improving election security, Majewski was the only one who flat-out told us he believed the 2020 presidential election was stolen (which isn’t true). He said he took part in the protest in Washington, D.C., on Jan. 6, although he didn’t enter the Capitol. He said that the FBI had cleared him of any wrongdoing that day. Majewski said he’d been accused of adhering to the QAnon conspiracy theory, although he disputed that characterization. He said he had appeared on a podcast with someone who did support QAnon.” [Chronicle-Telegram, Editorial, 4/26/22]

Majewski Wore A QAnon T-Shirt During A July 2020 Fox News Interview. “In July 2020, JR Majewski made national headlines after transforming his 19,000-square-foot lawn into a massive Trump re-election banner. When the Air Force veteran from Ohio appeared in a television interview with Fox News, he was wearing a QAnon T-shirt. [...] Since he was first spotted wearing the ‘Q’ T-shirt, Majewski has made several more references to the conspiracy theory, posting QAnon images and hashtags on his social media channel, and live Streaming videos with the well-known QAnon influencer RedPill79. Majewski is one of many congressional candidates running in the 2022 midterm elections who have given credence to QAnon, which the FBI described as a far-right group with ‘anti-government, identity-based and fringe political conspiracy theories,’ The Washington Post reported.” [Business Insider, 6/27/21]

Majewski Appeared On A Live Stream With “Well-Known QAnon Influencer RedPill79.” “In July 2020, JR Majewski made national headlines after transforming his 19,000-square-foot lawn into a massive Trump re-election banner. When the Air Force veteran from Ohio appeared in a television interview with Fox News, he was wearing a
QAnon T-shirt. [...] Since he was first spotted wearing the ‘Q’ T-shirt, Majewski has made several more references to the conspiracy theory, posting QAnon images and hashtags on his social media channel, and live streaming videos with the well-known QAnon influencer RedPill79. Majewski is one of many congressional candidates running in the 2022 midterm elections who have given credence to QAnon, which the FBI described as a far-right group with ‘anti-government, identity-based and fringe political conspiracy theories,’ The Washington Post reported.” [Business Insider, 6/27/21]

Majewski Posted QAnon Images And Hashtags On His Social Media Channel. “In July 2020, JR Majewski made national headlines after transforming his 19,000-square-foot lawn into a massive Trump re-election banner. When the Air Force veteran from Ohio appeared in a television interview with Fox News, he was wearing a QAnon T-shirt. [...] Since he was first spotted wearing the ‘Q’ T-shirt, Majewski has made several more references to the conspiracy theory, posting QAnon images and hashtags on his social media channel, and live streaming videos with the well-known QAnon influencer RedPill79. Majewski is one of many congressional candidates running in the 2022 midterm elections who have given credence to QAnon, which the FBI described as a far-right group with ‘anti-government, identity-based and fringe political conspiracy theories,’ The Washington Post reported.” [Business Insider, 6/27/21]

Peters Had Wayne Allyn Root, A Known Far-Right Conspiracy Theorist, Record An Ad Promoting His Campaign

Sam Peters Released An Ad On Facebook Promoting His Campaign Which Was Recorded By Wayne Allyn Root.

On the post Peters said, “Give a big ‘Thank You’ to Wayne Allyn Root for his strong campaign support!” [Sam Peters, Facebook, 12/8/19]

Root Said That Peters Would “Get Real Results On Building The Wall, Securing Our Borders, Reforming Congress, And Finally Balancing The Budget.” According to a Facebook video, Root said, “[0:39] “He’ll get
real results on building the wall, securing our borders, reforming congress, and finally balancing the budget.” [Sam Peters, Facebook, 12/8/19] (Video)

Wayne Allyn Root Was A Far-Right Conspiracy Theorist

Wayne Allen Root Promoted The Conspiracy Theory That President Obama Was Not Born In America And Claimed The Las Vegas Shooter Was A Muslim. “Wayne Allyn Root, a twice-weekly columnist for the Las Vegas Journal-Review and one of the leading proponents of the theory that President Barack Obama was not born in the United States, tweeted soon after the [Las Vegas] shooting that it was a ‘clearly coordinated Muslim terror attack.’ He later tweeted additional suggestions that the shooter was a Muslim, before backing off less than two hours later, tweeting that ‘killer was LOCAL.’ Root subsequently touted reports that ISIS had claimed responsibility for the attack, saying that the shooter had recently converted to Islam. But the statement provided no evidence, and terrorism experts expressed skepticism about ISIS’ claim.” [PolitiFact, 10/2/17]

Root Said That President Trump Was “The Greatest President For Jews And For Israel In The History Of The World. […] They Love Him Like He Is The Second Coming Of God.” “In a series of tweets Wednesday morning, Mr. Trump quoted conservative radio host and known conspiracy theorist Wayne Allyn Root, who practically declared the president the Messiah during his show Tuesday night. Quoting Root, Mr. Trump shared the message that he is ‘the greatest President for Jews and for Israel in the history of the world,’ that ‘the Jewish people in Israel love him like he's the King of Israel’ and even that “They love him like he is the second coming of God.”” [CBS News, 8/21/19]

Root Was The Author Of A Book That Described A Fantasy Of His In Which Hillary Clinton And Her Aide Huma Abedin Died Like Thelma And Louise. “Root, the author of the book Angry White Male, described a fantasy of his in which Hillary Clinton and her aide Huma Abedin, whose husband's use of a computer led the FBI to reopen the investigation into Clinton's email, were in a movie with the same ending as Thelma and Louise. In that film the two female leads, badgered by a parade of male bullies, famously suicide by driving off a cliff.” [Sydney Morning Herald, 10/31/16]


Peters Was The Guest Host Of Wayne Allyn Root’s Radio Talk Show For Five Months In 2020

Peters Was The Guest Host Of Wayne Allyn Root’s Radio Talk Show For Five Months. “He was an outspoken proponent of former President Donald Trump and conservative candidates and causes during the 2020 cycle. He also spent five months guest hosting a local radio talk show hosted by conservative commentator, conspiracy theorist and former freelance Review-Journal columnist Wayne Allyn Root.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 4/22/21]

Peters Posted About Hosting The Show On Facebook Periodically Between July And November 2020.
Samuel Peters
November 6, 2020 · 🎙️

Check out the show today!
Live stream at http://790talknow.com/

---

Sam Peters is at Kbet AM 790.
November 6, 2020 · Las Vegas, NV · 🎙️

[Facebook, Samuel Peters, 11/6/20]

---

Samuel Peters
July 9, 2020 · 🎙️

A very special Operation RED WAVE show tomorrow from 10AM until NOON on 790AM as I guest host for Wayne Allyn Root on the WAR Early Edition! (Friday 07/10/2020)

Ted Nugent - Political activist, NRA leader, and musician will join me for a candid conversation on the state of our union, the 2020 election, his organization Hunt The Vote, and of course - his newest CD "The Music Made Me Do It".

Linda Cannon - Vice Chair of the Clark County Republican Party will help me open the show with 2020 Election information and some "What’s Happening" in Clark County Politics.

Don’t miss this one!

https://radio.securenetsystems.net/ce/index.cfm...

[Facebook, Samuel Peters, 7/9/20]
On Twitter, Peters Praised Congresswoman Lauren Boebert For Her “Bold Leadership In Congress.”

Sam Peters - Candidate for NV CD4 🗳️ @SamPetersNevada · Jan 3

Bold leadership in Congress. What a novel thought!

Way to go @laurenboebert!!! And thank you for standing up to the gun grabbing socialists.

It will take this type of leadership to make Nevada red again. 2022 is just around the corner.

@GOP @NVGOP #2A

Peters Was Endorsed By Jim Marchant

Peters Was Endorsed By NV Secretary Of State Candidate Jim Marchant. “@VoteJimMarchant is joining our team, and together with Jim, @AdamLaxalt, @RealSheriffJoe, @sheriffwatts, @TeaPartyExpress, the Public Safety Alliance of Nevada, representing more than 100 Law Enforcement Org(s) and many more on Team Peters we will retake Congress in 2022!”
Peters Was Endorsed By Sheriff Joe Arpaio

Peters’ 2022 Campaign Was Endorsed By Sheriff Joe Arpaio. “BREAKING: @RealSheriffJoe has endorsed Sam Peters!” [Twitter, 3/14/22]

Peters Supported Overturning Roe V. Wade To Ban Abortion And Claimed Democrats Were “Killers” For Supporting Abortion

Peters Supported A 20-Week Abortion Ban And Overturning Roe V. Wade

Peters Supported A 20-Week Abortion Ban Because He Believed The Ban Could Withstand Judicial Review To Overturn Roe V. Wade


Peters Said That At 20 Weeks “The Baby Starts Feeling Pain” And That That “At That Point There Is Absolutely Life.” According to a YouTube interview of Sam Peters, when asked about abortion, Peters said “[8:25] The name of the bill [Unborn Pain Child Act according to Peters] kind of gives you the idea that at that
point the baby starts actually feeling pain and at that point there is absolutely life.” [YouTube, Sam Peters, 8/31/19] (Video)

Audio: Peters Supported The Pain Capable Unborn Child Act Because He Claimed It Could Withstand Judicial Review And Overturn Roe V. Wade. When asked in a podcast interview about abortion, Peters said “So there’s a—there’s a bill that I will support, it’s called the Pain Capable Unborn Child Act, and it prevents abortion after 20 weeks, which is a long time, and it—it gives exception for rape and incest. I believe that type of legislation can stand up to Supreme Court Review, and, you know, be the impetus for overturning Roe v Wade, and advancing a pro-life movement. As we’ve seen what’s going on in Georgia and Alabama, those hard right social stances, they’re immediately overturned by a federal judge. To promote a pro-life stance as I’m trying to do, we have to be very smart about it and we have to do it in a manner that can withstand judicial review.” [14:02] [Tom Roten Morning Show, 11/14/19] (Audio)

Audio: Peters Claimed The Pain Capable Unborn Child Act He Supported Would Be Better At Overturning Roe V. Wade Than More Radical Anti-Choice Legislation. When asked in a podcast interview about abortion, Peters said “So there’s a—there’s a bill that I will support, it’s called the Pain Capable Unborn Child Act, and it prevents abortion after 20 weeks, which is a long time, and it—it gives exception for rape and incest. I believe that type of legislation can stand up to Supreme Court Review, and, you know, be the impetus for overturning Roe v Wade, and advancing a pro-life movement. As we’ve seen what’s going on in Georgia and Alabama, those hard Right social stances, they’re immediately overturned by a federal judge. To promote a pro-life stance as I’m trying to do, we have to be very smart about it and we have to do it in a manner that can withstand judicial review.” [14:02] [Tom Roten Morning Show, 11/14/19] (Audio)

Peters Supported The Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act


Peters Supported The Conscience Protection Act

June 2021: Peters’ Campaign Website Said That He Would “Re-Introduce And Sponsor” The Conscience Protection Act. “It will be my pleasure when I am in Congress to re-introduce and sponsor the Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act, the Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act, and the Conscience Protection Act.” [Sam Peters For Congress, Issues, accessed 6/30/21]

Peters Said Life Began At Conception While Republicans Cosponsored The “Life At Conception Act” Which Effectively Banned Abortion With No Exceptions For Rape, Incest, Or The Life Of The Mother

Audio: Peters Said Life Begins At Conception. When asked in a podcast interview whether life begins at conception, Peters said “It is life. If you’re a believer in the bible and you’re believer in Christ, it is life, absolutely.” [15:05] [Tom Roten Morning Show, 11/14/19] (Audio)

143 House Republicans Cosponsored The Life At Conception Act. [H.R. 1011, Introduced 2/11/21]

Rewire: The Life At Conception Act “Would Effectively Ban Abortion With No Exception For Rape, Incest, Or To Save The Life Of The Pregnant Person.” “H.R. 616 would grant equal protection under the 14th Amendment to the Constitution of the United States for the right to life of each born and ‘preborn’ human person. […] It would effectively ban abortion with no exception for rape, incest, or to save the life of the pregnant person.
It would also ban birth control pills, IUDs, and emergency contraception. In addition, it would eliminate certain medical choices for women, including some cancer treatments and in vitro fertilization.” [Rewire, 9/28/19]

**Support For Federally Established “Fetal Personhood” Which Would Ban Any State From Allowing Abortion Has Been Included In The GOP Platform Since 1980.** “Overturning Roe v. Wade and returning abortion policy to the states has long been a primary goal for an anti-abortion movement that has formed a strong partnership with the Republican Party. But the ultimate objective — enshrined in the GOP platform since 1980 — is a federally established ‘fetal personhood’ right that bans any state from allowing abortion. And there are abundant signs that this perspective could become dominant in conservative circles once the great white whale of Roe has been harpooned. One important indicator is the recent omission of rape and incest exceptions from many state abortion bans (including the Texas and Mississippi laws now before the Supreme Court). These exceptions were once considered politically obligatory, and forcing pregnancies caused by rape or incest to be carried to term remains very unpopular.” [New York Magazine, 1/1/22]

**New York Magazine: An “Important Indicator” That Fetal Personhood “Could Become Dominant In Conservative Circles” Was The “Recent Omission Of Rape And Incest Exceptions From Many State Abortion Bans.”** “Overturning Roe v. Wade and returning abortion policy to the states has long been a primary goal for an anti-abortion movement that has formed a strong partnership with the Republican Party. But the ultimate objective — enshrined in the GOP platform since 1980 — is a federally established ‘fetal personhood’ right that bans any state from allowing abortion. And there are abundant signs that this perspective could become dominant in conservative circles once the great white whale of Roe has been harpooned. One important indicator is the recent omission of rape and incest exceptions from many state abortion bans (including the Texas and Mississippi laws now before the Supreme Court). These exceptions were once considered politically obligatory, and forcing pregnancies caused by rape or incest to be carried to term remains very unpopular.” [New York Magazine, 1/1/22]

---

**Peters Suggested That Abortion Was Unnecessary Because Birth Control Was Widely Available**

On His Campaign Issues Page, Peters Wrote That “We Signaled That An Abortion Is Easier Than Birth Control.” “Now, there are many forms of birth control and yet abortions, once restricted to the first trimester, are not only happening at birth but death is inflicted immediately after birth. Why? Why have we abandoned all personal responsibility when science has made it so much easier to avoid pregnancy? Why have we signaled that an abortion is easier than birth control?” [Sam Peters For Congress, Issues, accessed 6/30/21]

On His Campaign Issues Page, Peters Wrote That “We Signaled That An Abortion Is Easier Than Birth Control.” “Now, there are many forms of birth control and yet abortions, once restricted to the first trimester, are not only happening at birth but death is inflicted immediately after birth. Why? Why have we abandoned all personal responsibility when science has made it so much easier to avoid pregnancy? Why have we signaled that an abortion is easier than birth control?” [Sam Peters For Congress, Issues, accessed 6/30/21]

---

**Peters Tweeted That Democrats Were “Killers” For Supporting Abortion**

Peters Tweeted That Democrats Were “Killers” For Supporting Abortion, And That They Were “Taking Notes From Communist Countries Like China On The Topic Of Abortion.”
Peters Opposed COVID-19 Relief Funds, And The Notion That The Government Could Financially Assist Struggling Americans, Except When He Could Personally Profit

Peters Thought COVID-19 Relief Funds Were “A Mortgage On The Future Of Our Country,” Except When It Came To His Own Company Accepting Funds

Peters Family Insurance LLC Received Over $72,000 In COVID-19 Relief Funds

Peters Family Insurance LLC Received A $72,055 Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) Loan On February 24, 2021.
As Of July 26, 2021, The Loan Was An Ongoing Loan, Meaning It Had Not Been Fully Repaid Or Forgiven.

Peters Family Insurance Reported On Their PPP Application That The Loan Would Be Used To Support The Payroll Of 8 Employees.
Based on the standard PPP eligibility formula, it may be possible to estimate the payroll expenses represented by a company on their PPP application (see details above). In order to qualify for the PPP loan amount received, Peters Family Insurance LLC’s 2019 payroll expenses are estimated to be at least $345,864.

Based on their reported 8 jobs retained, this equals an estimated average yearly compensation of $43,233 per employee.

**Reported PPP Proceed Usage:**

On the PPP application, Peters Family Insurance LLC reported intending to use the proceeds of their PPP loan for the following expenses:

- Payroll: $72,054

[FederalPay, accessed 7/26/21]
Peters Opposed The Additional $600 Added To Unemployment Benefits By The CARES Act. “Peters was critical of the additional $600 added to unemployment benefits by the CARES Act, saying the funding had incentivized lower-paid workers not to go back to work. ‘I’ve talked to bosses in a number of different career fields that their employees won’t come back to work until their unemployment runs out,’ Peters said. ‘So that’s the effect of a socialist mindset.’” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]

- Peters Told The Nevada Independent That The Additional Unemployment Benefits Incentivized Lower-Paid Workers Not To Go Back To Work. “Peters was critical of the additional $600 added to unemployment benefits by the CARES Act, saying the funding had incentivized lower-paid workers not to go back to work. ‘I've talked to bosses in a number of different career fields that their employees won't come back to work until their unemployment runs out,’ Peters said. ‘So that's the effect of a socialist mindset.’” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]
Peters Told The Nevada Independent That The Hesitancy For Unemployed Lower-Paid Workers To Return To Work Was “The Effect Of A Socialist Mindset.” “Peters was critical of the additional $600 added to unemployment benefits by the CARES Act, saying the funding had incentivized lower-paid workers not to go back to work. ‘I've talked to bosses in a number of different career fields that their employees won't come back to work until their unemployment runs out,’ Peters said. ‘So that's the effect of a socialist mindset.’” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]

Peters Said That The Additional UI Spending Authorized By The CARES Act Was “Not Sustainable.”

“Peters was critical of the additional $600 added to unemployment benefits by the CARES Act, saying the funding had incentivized lower-paid workers not to go back to work. […] ‘Peters also said that the $1,200 economic stimulus payments also approved as part of coronavirus relief should have been made on an opt-in basis. ‘Quite frankly, I've talked to numbers and numbers of people where they didn't want it, and they didn't need it,’ Peters said. ‘And now we are in a spot where there's a projection of a $5 trillion deficit this year, on top of an already $24 trillion national debt. Those numbers are not sustainable in any way, shape, or form.’” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]

Peters Shared An Article On Twitter That Claimed That It Was A “Fallacy” That Governments Could Reduce Unemployment

“Peters Shared An Article On Twitter That Claimed That It Was “A Fallacy Of The Keynesian Legacy That Governments Can Reduce Unemployment.””
Peters Said That The $1200 Economic Stimulus Payments In The CARES Act Should Have Been Made On An Opt-In Basis

Peters Said That The $1200 Economic Stimulus Payments In The CARES Act Should Have Been Made On An Opt-In Basis. “Peters also said that the $1,200 economic stimulus payments also approved as part of coronavirus relief should have been made on an opt-in basis. ‘Quite frankly, I’ve talked to numbers and numbers of people where they didn't want it, and they didn't need it,’ Peters said. ‘And now we are in a spot where there's a projection of a $5 trillion deficit this year, on top of an already $24 trillion national debt. Those numbers are not sustainable in any way, shape, or form.’” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]

Peters Spread Conspiracy Theories That Doctors Were Inflating COVID-19 Death Rates To Receive More Federal Funding And That Ivermectin Could Treat COVID-19 While Vaccines Could Be Fatal

misinformation. Now, nine months out from the 2022 midterm elections, Republican members of Congress and House candidates are spreading dangerous misinformation about the pandemic. At least two dozen current House Republicans or Republican candidates for House have pushed false conspiracy theories or medically inaccurate information about COVID-19 vaccines, treatment, prevention, and transmission. [...] Last November, Peters tweeted that ‘it's criminal’ that some pharmacies would not provide ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine for COVID-19. He has frequently touted them as effective treatments while claiming vaccines could be fatal to those with heart problems. In June 2020, he baselessly suggested that health providers were inflating COVID-19 death rates to get more federal money.” [American Independent, 2/4/22]

American Independent: “In June 2020, [Peters] Baselessly Suggested That Health Providers Were Inflating COVID-19 Death Rates To Get More Federal Money.” “Former President Donald Trump was once the nation's superspreader-in-chief — both for the coronavirus and COVID-19 misinformation. Now, nine months out from the 2022 midterm elections, Republican members of Congress and House candidates are spreading dangerous misinformation about the pandemic. At least two dozen current House Republicans or Republican candidates for House have pushed false conspiracy theories or medically inaccurate information about COVID-19 vaccines, treatment, prevention, and transmission. [...] Last November, Peters tweeted that ‘it's criminal’ that some pharmacies would not provide ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine for COVID-19. He has frequently touted them as effective treatments while claiming vaccines could be fatal to those with heart problems. In June 2020, he baselessly suggested that health providers were inflating COVID-19 death rates to get more federal money.” [American Independent, 2/4/22]

Peters Was An Insurance Agent Who Wanted “To See The ACA Repealed In Its Entirety”

Peters: “I’d Like To See The ACA Repealed In Its Entirety”

- A 2019 Center For American Progress Study Estimated That 310,200 Nevadans In The 4th Congressional District Had Pre-Existing Conditions, And Would Lose Protections If The ACA Was Repealed In Its Entirety. [Center For American Progress, 10/2/19]

AUDIO: Peters Supported Repealing The Affordable Care Act. When asked in a podcast interview what healthcare legislation he would support, Peters said “We need to get rid of the Affordable Care Act. Or the un-Affordable Care Act as we learned it became. It needs to go away, we need to repeal it, we need to replace it with legislation that gets the government out of our healthcare. Healthcare needs to be between a doctor and a patient. We need to get private industry back in the insurance business, in the healthcare arena.” [17:39] [Tom Roten Morning Show, 11/14/19] (AUDIO)

Peters Was The CEO Of An Allstate Insurance Agency That Specialized In “All Lines Of Insurance”

Peters Was The CEO Of Peters Family Insurance LLC, An Allstate Agency in the Summerlin Area Of Las Vegas, Nevada. “Peters Family Insurance, LLC, (an Allstate Agency) is a family owned small business with two locations in the Summerlin area of Las Vegas, Nevada. We specialize in all lines of insurance and have a staff of six licensed professionals ready to serve your insurance and financial service needs.” [LinkedIn, Sam Peters, accessed 7/26/21]
Peters Told The Nevada Independent That He Believed A Free Insurance Marketplace Would Do A Better Job Of Protecting Pre-Existing Conditions Than The Current Health Care System. “On the issue of protecting coverage for pre-existing conditions under a free-market system — a major sticking point that largely sunk efforts by Republicans to repeal the ACA in 2017 — Peters said he envisioned a system ‘that could do both,’ comparing possible government oversight of the health care industry to current regulatory structures of the auto insurance industry. ‘You can, I think, do that, including the pre-existing conditions and allow the marketplace to work as a free marketplace,’ Peters said. ‘Right now, with the government basically running the exchanges and all of those things, it's not effective, it is absolutely not effective.’” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]

- **Peters Told The Nevada Independent That Government Oversight Of The Health Care Industry Could Be Similar To The Regulatory Structures Of The Auto Insurance Industry.** “On the issue of protecting coverage for pre-existing conditions under a free-market system — a major sticking point that largely sunk efforts by Republicans to repeal the ACA in 2017 — Peters said he envisioned a system ‘that could do both,’ comparing possible government oversight of the health care industry to current regulatory structures of the auto insurance industry. ‘You can, I think, do that, including the pre-existing conditions and allow the marketplace to work as a free marketplace,’ Peters said. ‘Right now, with the government basically running the exchanges and all of those things, it's not effective, it is absolutely not effective.’” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]

- **All Drivers Are Required By Law To Purchase Auto Insurance In Nevada.** “Auto insurance is a product that provides financial protection for cars, trucks, motorcycles, and other road vehicles from loss, physical damage and/or bodily injury liability resulting from traffic collision, theft or other losses. By law, all drivers in Nevada must purchase auto insurance.” [Nevada Division of Insurance, Department of Business and Industry, accessed 7/27/21]

Peters: “We Need To Make Sure That [Health Care]’s Patient-Focused And Affordable Across The Board. Not Government Funded”

Peters: “We Need To Make Sure That [Health Care]’s Patient-Focused And Affordable Across The Board. Not Government Funded.” According to a YouTube interview of Peters, Peters said “[10:00] We need to make sure that [health care]’s patient-focused and affordable across the board. Not government funded.” [YouTube, Sam Peters, 8/31/19] (Video)

Peters Supported The 2017 GOP Tax Bill, Which Raised Taxes On The Middle Class While Increasing The National Debt And Cutting Taxes For The Wealthy And Corporations

Audio: **Peters Supported The Tax Cut And Jobs Act.** “I think the Presidential tax cuts and the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017-2018, it was an amazing thing the President was able to get pushed through and I applaud his efforts on that.” [16:13] [Tom Roten Morning Show, 11/14/19] (Audio)

TCJA Increased The National Debt By An Estimated $1-2 Trillion

The TCJA Was Estimated To Increase The National Debt From $1-2 Trillion. “The Joint Committee on Taxation and the Congressional Budget Office have published several estimates of TCJA’s expected budget impact. These estimates all show TCJA substantially reducing revenues and increasing deficits over its first decade. The
Specific amount varies—from about $1 trillion to $2 trillion—for three reasons.” [Tax Policy Center, Accessed 4/5/22]

**TCJA Incentivized American Companies To Offshore And Outsource Their Businesses**

ITEP: The TCJA Created “Clear Incentives For American-Based Corporations To Move Operations And Jobs Abroad, Including A Zero Percent Tax Rate On Many Profits Generated Offshore.” “The Trump-GOP tax law enacted in December 2017 creates clear incentives for American-based corporations to move operations and jobs abroad, including a zero percent tax rate on many profits generated offshore.” [ITEP, 6/2/20]

**TCJA Lowered The Corporate Tax Rate And Gave 83 Percent Of Benefits To The Top 1% Of Earners**

GOP Tax Bill Permanently Lowered Corporate Tax Rate From 35 Percent To 21 Percent. “A massive corporate tax cut has been the centerpiece of the Republican tax plan from the beginning. This bill permanently cuts the corporate tax rate from 35 percent to 21 percent.” [Vox, 12/22/17]

Tax Cuts And Jobs Act Gives 83% Of Benefits To Top 1%. “By 2027, more than half of all Americans — 53 percent — would pay more in taxes under the tax bill agreed to by House and Senate Republicans, a new analysis by the Tax Policy Center finds. That year, 82.8 percent of the bill’s benefit would go to the top 1 percent, up from 62.1 under the Senate bill.” [Vox, 12/18/17]

**TCJA Would Raise Taxes On Poor And Middle-Class Americans**

The TCJA Was Set To Raise Taxes On Poor And Middle-Class Americans. “Almost all provisions of the bill, with the exception of the reduction in the corporate tax rate from 35 percent to 21 percent, are temporary, expiring at the end of 2025. One exception is the adoption of a new slower-growing inflation measure to adjust tax brackets, a change that effectively raises taxes over time and helps pay for the permanent corporate rate cut. Since corporate rate cuts mostly help Americans rich enough to own stock, that means that in 2027, poor and middle-class Americans would see a very mild tax increase on average” [Vox, 12/18/17]

**Peters Supported Abolishing The Department Of Education**

Peters Said He Would Cosponsor And Vote For A Bill To Abolish The Federal Department Of Education And Committed To Repealing “Almost All” Federal Education Laws

Peters Said He Would Cosponsor And Vote For A Bill To Abolish The Federal Department Of Education. “@RepThomasMassie my only concern is that I won’t be there yet to cosponsor this bill. On the off chance the Dems don’t push it thru this year, keep it handy in 2023. I vote ‘yea’.” Replying to Massie’s tweet “Bureaucrats in DC shouldn’t be deciding what your children learn at school. My bill, #HR899, is only one sentence long: ‘The Department of Education shall terminate on December 31, 2022.’”
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@RepThomasMassie my only concern is that I won’t be there yet to cosponsor this bill.

On the off chance the Dems don’t push it thru this year, keep it handy in 2023. I vote “yea”.

Peters Said He Was Committed To Trying To Repeal Almost All Federal Education Laws. “Committed to it.” Replying to tweet “When you’re in Congress, I hope you’ll try to repeal almost all federal education laws. Those laws disobey the 10th Amendment.”

Peters Opposed Red Flag Laws To Confiscate Guns From Domestic Abusers And Expanded Background Checks On Firearm Sales

Peters Opposed Nevada’s Red Flag Law Which Allowed Guns To Be Confiscated From Domestic Abusers.

Peters Opposed Nevada’s Red Flag Law Which Allowed Guns To Be Confiscated From Domestic Abusers. “Peters, who runs his own insurance agency, said he is a defender of the Second Amendment who fought openly against Nevada’s red flag law, which allows for the confiscation of guns from anyone accused of domestic violence.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 3/14/20]
Peters Opposed Expanded Background Checks On Firearm Sales


Peters Said He Was A “Card-Carrying” Lifetime Member Of The National Rifle Association

Peters Said He Was A “Card-Carrying” Lifetime Member Of The National Rifle Association. “As a native of northern Maine, Peters, described himself as a ‘card-carrying’ lifetime member of the National Rifle Association who grew up hunting and shooting. ‘The right to bear arms is synonymous with one’s individualism and right to protect themselves,’ he noted. ‘The second amendment is simply an acknowledgment of this and it is clear, the right shall not be infringed. Gun ownership is a responsibility and proper training and care should be taken when handling and carrying a weapon. In Nevada, it is a personal decision on whether one open carries or carries concealed.’” [Pahrump Valley Times, 8/2/19]

Immigration Issues

Peters Believed That All Undocumented Immigrants Should Be Removed From The Country And Made To Apply To Enter Through The Legal Immigration System

Peters Believed That All Undocumented Immigrants Should Be Removed From The Country And Made To Apply To Enter Through The Legal Immigration System. “On the issue of the millions of undocumented immigrants already living in the U.S., Peters said that anyone who has ‘disrespected our laws by entering our
country illegally’ should be removed from the country and apply to enter through the legal immigration system, instead.” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]

**Peters Was Open To Letting DREAMers Who “Tried To Make The Right Steps To Gain Citizenship” Stay In The Country**

However, Peters said of DREAMers, or those undocumented immigrants who were brought to the U.S. as children, that ‘there is a level of accountability’ on the part of the U.S. if they have ‘tried to make the right steps to gain citizenship.’” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]

**Peters Was Opposed To “Open Borders”**

“On immigration, one of the signature issues of his campaign, Peters said that ‘a country without borders is no country at all.’ ‘If we have open borders, and we flood the streets with people from all over the world, where does America begin? And where does America end? We don't know that answer,’ he said.” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]

**Peters Supported Limiting Legal Immigration To The United States Because “There Is A Carrying Capacity To A Country”**

“On the issue of legal immigration, which has been sharply reduced as part of a broader plan by the Trump Administration to cut the number of immigrants admitted to the U.S., Peters said ‘there is a carrying capacity to a country’ and that, though he is ‘all for’ legal immigration, there must also be limits on such immigration.” [The Nevada Independent, 5/26/20]

**Peters Was Designated As A “True Reformer” By The Anti-Immigrant Group NumbersUSA**

“The nonpartisan organization of education and investigation, NumbersUSA, designated Peters as a “True Reformer” because of his intention to stop the illegal immigration by strengthening the security on the borders.” [El Tiempo Libre, 12/5/19]

- **Original Text In Spanish.** “La organización no partidista de educación e investigación, NumbersUSA, designó a Peters como un “True Reformer” debido a su intención de terminar con la inmigración ilegal reforzando la seguridad en las fronteras.” [El Tiempo Libre, 12/5/19]

**NumbersUSA Advocated Cutting Legal Immigration To The United States.** “These are heady days for Roy Beck and NumbersUSA. In the past year, the hardline immigration policies they've long championed have gained headlines and support. Numbers USA, which pushes for cuts in both legal and illegal immigration, reducing family-based visas and other restrictive measures, has gained exposure of its message from one of the brightest spots on the world stage.” [McClatchy DC, 6/29/18]

**John Beck, The Founder Of Numbers USA, Previously Edited “The Social Contract,” A Quarterly Anti-Immigrant Journal That The Southern Poverty Law Center Called “The Work Of Race-Baiting White Nationalists.”** “These are heady days for Roy Beck and NumbersUSA. […] Given the positions it takes on an issue that's historically sensitive, NumbersUSA was controversial from the get-go. It hasn't been formally labeled a hate group by the Southern Poverty Law Center, but the center has denounced it for years, in no small part due to the group's connections to John Tanton. Tanton, a retired Michigan ophthalmologist, was named the ‘racist architect of
the modern anti-immigrant movement’ by the SPLC, which also called his quarterly journal, The Social Contract, the work of ‘race-baiting’ white nationalists. Beck was Washington editor of the journal.” [McClatchy DC, 6/29/18]

Peters Campaigned On Ending Chain Migration For Non-Immediate Family Members

During His 2020 Congressional Campaign, Peters Campaigned On Ending Chain Migration For Non-Immediate Family Members. “Sam Peters, a Las Vegas veteran who currently owns an insurance business, positions himself as a fiscal conservative with Trumpian views on issues like immigration. Peters outlined an 11-point immigration plan on his website that includes building a border wall and ending chain migration for non-immediate family members. He says he is pro-gun rights, and that Roe v. Wade requires deeper discussion but should be enforced as “law of the land” until prevailing law exists.” [Las Vegas Sun, 11/7/19]

Peters Had An 11-Point Immigration Plan


The First Step Was To Build The Wall

The First Step Was To Build The Wall. According to Peters’ campaign website, the first step was “Building the wall.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

The Second Step Was To Hold Elected Officials Who Violate Federal Immigration Laws Legally Accountable

The Second Step Was To Hold Elected Officials Who Violate Federal Immigration Laws Legally Accountable. According to Peters’ campaign website, the second step was “Holding elected officials who violate our federal immigration laws legally accountable.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

The Third Step Was To End Chain Migration For Non-Immediate Family Members

The Third Step Was To End Chain Migration For Non-Immediate Family Members. According to Peters’ campaign website, the third step was “Ending chain migration for non-immediate family members.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

The Fourth Step Was To Prohibit Sanctuary Cities And States By Holding Back Federal Funding

The Fourth Step Was To Prohibit Sanctuary Cities And States By Holding Back Federal Funding. According to Peters’ campaign website, the fourth step was “Prohibiting sanctuary cities and states by holding back federal funding.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

The Sixth Step Was To Prohibit Undocumented Immigrants From Receiving Taxpayer-Funded Welfare And Health Care Benefits

The Sixth Step Was To Prohibit Undocumented Immigrants From Receiving Taxpayer-Funded Welfare And Health Care Benefits. According to Peters’ campaign website, the sixth step was “Prohibiting illegal aliens from receiving taxpayer-funded welfare and health care benefits.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]
The Seventh Step Was To Increase Penalties On Businesses That Knowingly Hire Illegal Aliens

The Seventh Step Was To Increase Penalties On Businesses That Knowingly Hire Illegal Aliens. According to Peters’ campaign website, the seventh step was “Increasing penalties on businesses that knowingly hire illegal aliens.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

The Eighth Step Was To Require Mandatory Employer Verification Of Worker Eligibility

The Eighth Step Was To Require Mandatory Employer Verification Of Worker Eligibility. According to Peters’ campaign website, the eighth step was “Requiring mandatory employer verification of worker eligibility.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

The Ninth Step Was To Reduce Refugee And Visa Fraud By Re-Evaluating Criteria And Improving Background Checks

The Ninth Step Was To Reduce Refugee And Visa Fraud By Re-Evaluating Criteria And Improving Background Checks. According to Peters’ campaign website, the ninth step was “Reducing refugee and visa fraud by re-evaluating criteria and improving background checks. [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

The Tenth Step Was To End Visa Overstays

The Tenth Step Was To End Visa Overstays. According to Peters’ campaign website, the tenth step was “Ending visa overstays.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

The Eleventh Step Was To Enact Merit-Based Immigration Reform To Expedite Naturalization Process

The Eleventh Step Was To Enact Merit-Based Immigration Reform To Expedite Naturalization Process. According to Peters’ campaign website, the eleventh step was “Enacting merit-based immigration reform to expedite naturalization process.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

Peters Supported “A Wall, A Fence, A Barrier Of Any Kind” On The Border

Peters: “We Need To Secure The Border. Whether It’s A Wall, A Fence, A Barrier Of Any Kind. We Need To Get The Illegal Immigration Stopped.” According to a YouTube interview of Sam Peters, Peters said “[9:45] We need to secure the border. Whether it’s a wall, a fence, a barrier of any kind. We need to get the illegal immigration stopped.” [YouTube, Sam Peters, 8/31/19] (Video)

Peters Said He Wanted To “Support Our Veterans Well Before Any Illegal Immigrants”

Peters Said He Wanted To “Support Our Veterans Well Before Any Illegal Immigrants.” According to a YouTube interview of Sam Peters, Peters said “[2:10] One of the things I want to do as a Congressman is obviously support our veterans well before any illegal immigrants.” [YouTube, Sam Peters, 8/31/19] (Video)

Peters Supported Shutting Down The Border In April 2019, Argued Doing So Was “Humane”

April 2019: Peters Supported Shutting Down The Border And Argued Doing So Was “Humane.” According to Peters’ campaign Facebook page, Peters said “Stopping illegal/mass migration is not inhumane. Not stopping it, is. Telling Americans you are fixing it and not following through, is inhumane. Stonewalling, for political reasons, the sitting President actually trying to fix the problem is inhumane. I stand with the President. Shut down the border.” [Sam Peters for Congress, Facebook, 4/16/19]
Peters Shared A Post Encouraging People To Report “Illegal Aliens” To ICE

Peters Shared A Post Encouraging People To Report “Illegal Aliens” To ICE. According to Peters’ campaign Facebook page, Peters shared a post that said “To report ILLEGAL ALIENS, Please call ICE at […].” When sharing the post, Peters said “We must stop criminal illegal aliens hurting our citizens!” [Sam Peters, Facebook, 10/24/19]
Peters Said If Immigrants “Say The Word Asylum, We Have To Take Them In […]. That Has To Change.”

“Whether they are being oppressed or mistreated in their home country, if they say the word asylum, we have to take them and it’s created an environment where people just want to come to America because America is the greatest country on earth,” he said. ‘‘We are the beacon of hope all over and everybody wants to come here. They have to do it legally and what we have now with our current asylum laws, is an opportunity for you to just say the word and you’re in. That has to change.’’ [Pahrump Valley Times, 8/2/19]

Peters Said He Supported An Immigration “System That Is Unforgivingly Strict” To Legal Immigrants

Peters Said He Supported An Immigration “System That Is Unforgivingly Strict, Yet Fair, And Appropriately Speedy.” According to Peters’ campaign Facebook page, Peters said “I also support a system that is unforgivingly strict, yet fair, and appropriately speedy to LEGAL immigration.” [Sam Peters for Congress, Facebook, 5/10/19]
Peters Said He Was “Pro-Immigration And Anti-Illegal Immigration”

**Peters Said He Was “Pro-Immigration And Anti-Illegal Immigration”** On his Twitter page, Peters said “I am pro-immigration and anti-illegal immigration!” [Sam Peters, Twitter, 10/19/19]
Peters: “Nevada Will Not Become A Sanctuary State While I Am In Congress”

Peters: “Nevada Will Not Become A Sanctuary State While I Am In Congress.” On his Twitter page, Peters posted “Nevada will not become a sanctuary state while I am in Congress. These policies put our citizens and law enforcement in danger.” [Sam Peters, Twitter, 11/23/19]

[Sam Peters, Twitter, 11/23/19]

Peters Supported Adding A Citizenship Question To The 2020 Census

Peters Supported Adding A Citizenship Question To The 2020 Census. According to Peters’ campaign Facebook page, Peters said “The US Census NEEDS to ask for citizenship. It determines how many electoral college votes and US congresspeople are given to each state. Who else wants to see President Trump bring back the citizenship question to protect our constitution?” [Sam Peters for Congress, Facebook, 7/11/19]
Peters Said Trump’s “Hard Stance” On Mexico, Which Included Tariffs, Was “Exactly What Nevada And America Need”

Peters Said Trump’s “Hard Stance” On Mexico, Which Included Tariffs, Was “Exactly What Nevada And America Need.” According to Peters’ campaign Facebook page, Peters said “A hard stance against the Mexican government, that enables/promotes our mass-immigration problem, is exactly what Nevada and America need. I will be part of the solution!” [Sam Peters for Congress, Facebook, 6/4/19]
March 2021: Peters Tweeted That He Opposed Raising The Minimum Wage To $15 Per Hour And Celebrated The Wage Increase's Removal From The American Rescue Plan.
Peters Supported Privatizing Nevada’s Public Lands

Peters Said That He Wanted To Return Some Public Lands To The People Of Nevada. “Peters then turned to public lands, explaining that he has uncovered a number of economic development opportunities throughout the district, coupled with the local desire to see those opportunities become a reality. One thing standing in the way, however, is the various federal agencies that control huge swathes of Nevada's lands. ‘As a congressman, returning some of those lands to the people of Nevada is top of the list,’ Peters stated. ‘I am doing this because there is an incredible amount of injustice in public lands.’” [Pahrump Valley Times, 5/22/20]

Peters: “We Have Never Been Closer To Socialism Than We Are Right Now”

Peters In 2019: “We Have Never Been Closer To Socialism Than We Are Right Now.” According to a YouTube video, Peters said “[3:25] We have never been closer to socialism than we are right now. The government has attempted and has for the most part taken over health care, they’re deep in the education process, those are steps to [socialism].” [YouTube, Wyatt Cox, 8/17/19] (Video)

Peters Opposed Rep. Horsford’s Bill To Upgrade State Unemployment Insurance Computer Systems

Peters Tweeted That He Wanted To Work With The Independent Labor Alliance To “Develop Programs That Allow GIG Workers To Plan Ahead For Lost Revenue.”

What would I do about PUA? I'd work w/orgs like Independent Labor Alliance & NV legislature to develop programs that allow GIG workers to plan ahead for lost revenue. Did you know there is a BDR being worked to this end now? And, what's more - I'd encourage opening the state!

Peters Called The “For The People Act,” Which Included A Provision Banning Dark Money Spending On Elections A “Disaster To America”
March 2021: Peters Tweeted That The “For The People Act” Was “A Disaster To America”

Peters Tweeted That The “For The People Act” Was “A Disaster To America.”

![Sam Peters - Candidate for NV CD4](image)  This bill is a disaster to America!

Dem and MSM are attacking by saying R's are afraid, not embracing this bill a threat to democracy and worse.

Don't fall for the lie! This bill is bad news.

[Twitter, Sam Peters, 3/5/21]

The “For The People Act” Included A Provision Called The “DISCLOSE Act,” Which Ended Dark Money Spending On Elections

By Including The “DISCLOSE ACT,” Which Required Independent Political Groups To Disclose Their Donors, The “For The People Act” Would Have Ended Dark Money Spending On Elections. “Democrats are pushing a sweeping package of voting rights, campaign finance and ethics reforms as their top legislative priority in 2021. One of the pieces of the bill is a section requiring independent political groups that currently don’t have to disclose their donors — whose donations are known as “dark money” — to finally do so. […] And despite this newfound dominance, Democrats are still looking to pass the DISCLOSE Act — now part of the voting, finance and ethics-focused For The People Act — and end dark money spending on elections.” [HuffPost, 3/22/21]

The “For The People Act” That Peters Called “A Disaster For America” Also Included Provisions That Enacted Automatic Voter Registration, And Banned Partisan Gerrymandering

Peters Thought A Bill That Would Have Created A National System For Automatic Voter Registration Was A “Disaster.” “There’s a lot of ground covered in its nearly 800 pages, but some of its key points are creating a national system for automatic voter registration, putting in transparency requirements for political advertising, and instituting nonpartisan redistricting commissions to end partisan gerrymandering.” [Vox, 3/3/21]

Peters Thought A Bill That Would Have Created Nonpartisan Redistricting Commissions To End Partisan Gerrymandering Was A “Disaster.” “There’s a lot of ground covered in its nearly 800 pages, but some of its key points are creating a national system for automatic voter registration, putting in transparency requirements for political advertising, and instituting nonpartisan redistricting commissions to end partisan gerrymandering.” [Vox, 3/3/21]
Peters Previously Tweeted That He Supported Getting “Dark Money Out Of Politics”

In 2019, Peters Tweeted That “It’s Time To Get Dark Money Out Of Politics!” According to Peters’ Twitter page, Peters tweeted “Steven Horsford has taken thousands from Planned Parenthood. Are you guys alright with this? It's time to get dark money out of politics! #sampeters” [Sam Peters, Twitter, 8/28/19]

Peters Called On Rep. Steven Horsford To Resign Over His Affair With A Senate Intern

May 2020: Peters Called On Rep. Steven Horsford To Resign After Allegations Of His Affair With A Senate Intern Became Public. “Another Republican, Sam Peters, echoed the calls. ‘Congressman Horsford should be immediately investigated over these allegations of financial payoffs, and, if the allegations are true, resign at once,’ Peters said.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 5/17/20]

Horsford Had An Affair With Gabriela Linder, A Former Intern From Senator Harry Reid’s Las Vegas Between 2009 And 2010. “Horsford, 47, in a statement released to The Associated Press responded to a report by the Las Vegas Review-Journal that he had an affair with Gabriela Linder […] Linder told the the Review-Journal she was 21 and an intern for then-Sen. Harry Reid in his Las Vegas office when she met Horsford, then majority leader of the Nevada Senate. During the course of the relationship, Linder said, Horsford offered her financial support and introduced her to political connections. Linder said her sexual relationship with Horsford took place between 2009-10 and 2017-2019, though they remained in regular contact throughout the decade.” [Associated Press, 5/16/20]

- The Affair Was Rekindled Between 2017 And 2019. “Horsford, 47, in a statement released to The Associated Press responded to a report by the Las Vegas Review-Journal that he had an affair with Gabriela Linder […] Linder told the the Review-Journal she was 21 and an intern for then-Sen. Harry Reid in his Las Vegas office when she met Horsford, then majority leader of the Nevada Senate. During the course of the relationship, Linder said, Horsford offered her financial support and introduced her to political connections. Linder said her sexual relationship with Horsford took place between 2009-10 and 2017-2019, though they remained in regular contact throughout the decade.” [Associated Press, 5/16/20]

Linder Told The Las Vegas Review-Journal That Horsford Provided Her With “Financial Support” During Their Affair. “Horsford, 47, in a statement released to The Associated Press responded to a report by the Las
Vegas Review-Journal that he had an affair with Gabriela Linder […] Linder told the the Review-Journal she was 21 and an intern for then-Sen. Harry Reid in his Las Vegas office when she met Horsford, then majority leader of the Nevada Senate. During the course of the relationship, Linder said, Horsford offered her financial support and introduced her to political connections. Linder said her sexual relationship with Horsford took place between 2009-10 and 2017-2019, though they remained in regular contact throughout the decade.” [Associated Press, 5/16/20]

### Peters Supported Former President Donald Trump

**2019: Peters Said He Thought “President Trump Is Doing A Fantastic Job.”** “As a staunch Republican, Peters said he supports both the president and the president’s policies. ‘I think President Trump is doing a fantastic job, and I truly believe that he has America’s best interest in mind,’ he said. ‘I think he is being held up for no other reason than partisan politics in a number of things he’s trying to do, and do right, like his trade policies, and the sanctions on countries that are not friendly with us.’” [Pahrump Valley Times, 8/2/19]

**Peters On Trump: “He Is Not A Racist. He’s Not A Bigot. He’s Not A Fascist.”** According to a YouTube interview of Sam Peters, when asked about President Trump, Peters said “[4:20] [Trump] is not a racist. He’s not a bigot. He’s not a fascist.” [YouTube, Sam Peters, 8/31/19] (Video)

**Peters: “He Is Great For This Country. President Trump Is Amazing For This Country. I’m Ready To Go To Congress And Support Him The Way He Needs To Be Supported.”** According to a YouTube interview of Peters, when asked about President Trump, Peters said “[5:30] He is great for this country. President Trump is amazing for this country. I’m ready to go to Congress and support him the way he needs to be supported.” [YouTube, Sam Peters, 8/31/19] (Video)

**Peters Repeated A False Claim That Trump Received An Award For His Work For The Black Community.** According to a YouTube interview of Sam Peters, when discussing President Trump Peters said “[4:40] The reality of President Trump is if we rewind a little ways, didn’t he receive the Ellis Award for his great work in supporting African American communities and ethnic communities.” [YouTube, Sam Peters, 8/31/19] (Video)

- **Factcheck.org: Donald Trump “Was Not Honored For His ‘Work Within The Black Community.’”** “A claim circulating on social media misrepresents an award given to President Donald Trump in 1986. He was not honored for his ‘work within the black community.’ Instead, the Ellis Island Medal of Honor was given to Trump, who was a real estate developer at the time, for his contributions to the city of New York through his development projects, said Otto Coca, spokesman for the Ellis Island Honors Society. That’s the group that gives the award. […] Between 90 and 100 people are honored each year, Coca told us. This year, the singer Paula Abdul and Democratic Rep. Adam Schiff were among the honorees. According to the Ellis Island Honors Society’s website, the medals are given to those ‘whose accomplishments in their field and inspired service to our nation are cause for celebration.’” [FactCheck.org, 7/25/19]

**Peters: “President Trump Is Amazing With These Tweets. We Don’t Always Like Them.”** According to a YouTube interview of Peters, Peters said “[6:05] President Trump is amazing with these tweets. We don’t always like them.” [YouTube, Sam Peters, 8/31/19] (Video)

**Peters Defended Trump’s Attack On Elijah Cummings And His Baltimore District.** “President Trump insulted Rep. Elijah Cummings on Twitter and said that compared to the Mexican border that his ‘Baltimore district is FAR WORSE and more dangerous. His district is considered the Worst in the USA.’ […] Senator Elizabeth Warren then called his tweets ‘ugly and racist. Beto O’Rourke chastised him as ‘the most openly racist president we’ve had in modern history.’ The thing is… President Trump did not comment on Rep. Elijah Cummings’ skin color. He talked about his failed legislative history and weak political leadership. […] I look forward to rolling up my sleeves and unlike Rep. Cummings actually fighting beside the people of my district against corruption and government waste. It seems from a distance that the President is right, too.” [Peters Press Release, 7/28/19]
Professional History

**Peters Owned Peters Family Insurance In Las Vegas**

Peters Owned Peters Family Insurance In Las Vegas. “Sam is the Owner of Peters Family Insurance, a very successful risk management firm with two storefronts in the greater Las Vegas area.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

Peters Family Insurance LLC Was An Allstate Agency in the Summerlin Area Of Las Vegas, Nevada. “Peters Family Insurance, LLC, (an Allstate Agency) is a family owned small business with two locations in the Summerlin area of Las Vegas, Nevada. We specialize in all lines of insurance and have a staff of six licensed professionals ready to serve your insurance and financial service needs.” [LinkedIn, Sam Peters, accessed 7/26/21]

- Peters Family Insurance LLC Specialized “In All Lines Of Insurance.” “Peters Family Insurance, LLC, (an Allstate Agency) is a family owned small business with two locations in the Summerlin area of Las Vegas, Nevada. We specialize in all lines of insurance and have a staff of six licensed professionals ready to serve your insurance and financial service needs.” [LinkedIn, Sam Peters, accessed 7/26/21]

**Peters Family Insurance LLC Received Over $72,000 In COVID-19 Relief Funds**

Peters Family Insurance LLC Received A $72,055 Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) Loan On February 24, 2021. As Of July 26, 2021, The Loan Was Outgoing, Meaning It Had Not Been Fully Repaid Or Forgiven.

[PPP Loan Information]

| Loan Size: | $72,055 |
| Jobs Retained: | 8 |
| Loan Approved: | 2021-02-24 |
| Loan Status: | Ongoing Loan |
| Lender: | Wells Fargo Bank, National Association |

Peters Family Insurance LLC in Las Vegas, NV received a Paycheck Protection Loan of $72,055 through Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, which was approved in February, 2021.

This loan has been disbursed by the lender and has not yet been fully repaid or forgiven. The exact status of ongoing loans is not released by the SBA.

[FederalPay, accessed 7/26/21]

**2013 - 2015: Peters Was a Field Sales Leader At Allstate Insurance In Anchorage, Alaska**

From 2013 To 2015 Peters Was a Field Sales Leader At Allstate Insurance In Anchorage, Alaska. According to Peters’ LinkedIn page, Peters was a Field Sales Leader at Allstate from 2013 to 2015 in Anchorage, Alaska. [Sam Peters, LinkedIn, accessed 12/9/19]
Peters Managed Nearly $100 Million in Annual Revenue. “Prior to settling in Las Vegas and exercising his entrepreneurial spirit, Sam spent two years as a corporate employee where he managed nearly $100M in annual revenue across the largest geographical region in the United States.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

### 1992 - 2013: Peters Was A Decorated Air Force Major, Served Multiple Tours In Afghanistan

**Peters Retired As An Air Force Major.** “Sam retired as a Major from the United States Air Force in 2013 after spending time in Afghanistan, Iraq, Panama, Korea and various installations in the United States over a career that spanned more than twenty years. He earned a Bronze Star for his efforts in Afghanistan and was consistently recognized as #1 among his highly efficient and competent peers.” [Committee to Elect Sam Peters, accessed 12/9/19]

### 1992 - 2013: Peters Was In The Air Force

**Peters Was In The Air Force From 1992 to 2013.** According to Peters’ LinkedIn page, Peters was in the Air Force from 1992 to 2013. [Sam Peters, LinkedIn, accessed 12/9/19]

### Peters Claimed That He Worked On The Federal Budget While He Was In The Military

**Peters Claimed That He Worked On The Federal Budget While He Was In The Military.** “I know how to do a budget, and not only that, while I was in the military, I worked on the federal budget,” he said. ‘Under our government, constitutionally, law and finance come together in Congress and that’s where I belong. I’m for an immediate balanced budget amendment, and I’m for immediate review of all line items in the budget, to the lowest levels of government. After 20 years in the U.S. Air Force, much of that time as an officer, I can tell you plenty of stories of wasteful spending. Congress should do their job, and as your representative, I will.’” [Pahrump Valley Times, 8/2/19]

### Peters Earned A Bronze Star In The Air Force For His Service In Afghanistan, Where He Served Multiple Tours Of Duty

**Peters Earned A Bronze Star In The Air Force For His Service In Afghanistan, Where He Served Multiple Tours Of Duty.** “Peters served in the Air Force for more than 20 years, including multiple tours of duty in the Middle East. He received a Bronze Star for his service in Afghanistan and retired with the rank of major. He earned a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice and a master’s in administration, and he now owns and operates Peters Family Insurance in Las Vegas.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 4/22/21]

### Education History

**Peters Told The Pahrump Valley Times That He Graduated From Central Michigan University With A 4.0 GPA**

**Peters Told The Pahrump Valley Times That He Graduated From Central Michigan University Magna Cum Laude With A 4.0 GPA.** “Prior to that, Peters, a staunch supporter of education, earned his bachelor's degree in criminal justice administration with honors. He graduated magna cum laude, and finished his master of science in administration, with a focus on law, from Central Michigan University with a perfect 4.0 GPA.” [Pahrump Valley Times, 8/2/19]
Note: As of July 2021, we are in the process of filing a FOIA to verify this claim

### Political Career

#### 2022 Election

**Peters Was A Candidate For The Republican Nomination To Represent Nevada’s 4th Congressional District**

April 2021: Peters Announced That He Was A Candidate For The Republican Nomination In Nevada’s 4th Congressional District. “Small business owner and retired U.S. Air Force officer Sam Peters will once again seek the Republican nomination in Nevada’s 4th Congressional District, he formally announced Wednesday. Peters finished second in the 2020 primary to former state Assemblyman Jim Marchant, who won about 35 percent of Republican voters to Peters’ 28 percent. Marchant was defeated by incumbent Rep. Steven Horsford, a Democrat, by about 5 percentage points in the general election.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 4/22/21]

**Peters Hired Rory McShane As A Consultant For His 2022 Campaign**

Peters hired Marchant’s 2020 political consultant, Rory McShane, and is looking for an early show of strength with a reported $135,000 raised in the first quarter more raised at this very early point than Marchant and former Rep. Cresent Hardy.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 4/22/21]

- **McShane Worked For Jim Marchant, Peters’ 2020 Primary Opponent, In 2020.** “Peters hired Marchant’s 2020 political consultant, Rory McShane, and is looking for an early show of strength with a reported $135,000 raised in the first quarter more raised at this very early point than Marchant and former Rep. Cresent Hardy.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 4/22/21]

#### 2020 Election

**Peters Finished Second Behind Jim Marchant In The Republican Primary In Nevada’s 4th Congressional District**

2020: Peters Finished Second Behind Jim Marchant In The Republican Primary In Nevada’s 4th Congressional District. “Small business owner and retired U.S. Air Force officer Sam Peters will once again seek the Republican nomination in Nevada’s 4th Congressional District, he formally announced Wednesday. Peters finished second in the 2020 primary to former state Assemblyman Jim Marchant, who won about 35 percent of Republican voters to Peters’ 28 percent. Marchant was defeated by incumbent Rep. Steven Horsford, a Democrat, by about 5 percentage points in the general election.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 4/22/21]

**Peters Moved To Nevada Less Than Five Years Prior To Running For Office**

Peters Moved To Nevada Less Than Five Years Prior To Running For Office. “[Peters] touted his accomplishments and business experience since moving to the Silver State roughly four years ago.” [Pahrump Valley Times, 8/2/19]

**Peters Said Congressman Horsford Would “Ban Guns,” Wanted “Socialized Medicine,” And Gave “Aid To Illegal Immigrants”**
Peters Said Congressman Horsford Would “Ban Guns,” Wanted “Socialized Medicine,” And Gave “Aid To Illegal Immigrants.” According to Peters’ campaign Facebook page, Peters said his potential opponent Congressman Horsford “Will ban guns, wants socialized medicine,” and “gives aid to illegal immigrants.” [Sam Peters for Congress, Facebook, 8/21/19]

Peters Criticized Horsford For Taking Money From Planned Parenthood

Peters Criticized Horsford For Taking Money From Planned Parenthood. According to Peters’ Twitter page, Peters tweeted “Steven Horsford has taken thousands from Planned Parenthood. Are you guys alright with this? It's time to get dark money out of politics! #sampeters” [Sam Peters, Twitter, 8/28/19]
Election Results

| 2020 Nevada 4th Congressional District Republican Primary Election Results |
|---------------------------------|----------|----------------|
| **Candidate**                  | **Vote Total** | **Vote Percentage** |
| Jim Marchant                   | 15,760   | 34.75%         |
| Sam Peters                     | 12,755   | 28.12%         |
| Lisa Song Sutton               | 6,846    | 15.09%         |
| Charles Navarro                | 2,870    | 6.33%          |
| Rebecca Wood                   | 2,847    | 6.28%          |
| Leo Blundo                     | 1,923    | 4.24%          |
| Rosalie Bingham                | 1,331    | 2.93%          |
| Randi Reed                     | 1,023    | 2.26%          |

[Nevada Secretary of State, Election Results, 6/9/20]

Campaign Finance

As Of July 2021, Peters Raised A Total Of $447,987.90 And Spent A Total Of $340,351.31 In Their Runs For Federal-Level Office

According to the FEC, Peters raised $447,987.90 and spent $340,351.31 in their runs for Congress.

| Peters Federal Campaign Finance History |
|-----------------------------------------|----------|----------------|
| **Year** | **Candidate (Office Sought) or Committee** | **Raised** | **Spent** |
| 2022     | Committee To Elect Sam Peters (U.S. House of Representatives) | $135,388.18 | $24,215.31 |
| 2020     | Committee To Elect Sam Peters (U.S. House of Representatives) | $312,599.72 | $316,136.00 |
| **Total:** | | **$5,100** | **$3,100** |

[FEC, accessed 7/9/21]

Note: 2022 Campaign Finance totals were current on July 9, 2021.

Peters Gave His 2020 Campaign $86,937.32 In Loans
Peters Gave His 2020 Campaign $86,937.32 In Loans. [FEC.gov, accessed 7/9/21]

**Personal Political History**

**Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC**

**Peters Formed The Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC.** “Peters formed the Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC, which raised about $59,000 for ‘conservative candidates who back law enforcement.’ These included now Clark County School Board Trustee Katie Williams and Assemblyman Andy Matthews.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 4/22/21]

**Peters Launched The Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC In July 2020.** “Today Sam Peters, United States Air Force veteran, Bronze Star recipient, and former Republican candidate for Congress in Nevada’s 4th District announces the launch of the Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC. The Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC will raise money to support pro-law enforcement candidates and causes while targeting for removal those elected officials that do not support the rule of law.” [Strategic Vision PR Group, 7/15/20]

- **The PAC Raised Roughly $59,000.** “Peters formed the Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC, which raised about $59,000 for ‘conservative candidates who back law enforcement.’ These included now Clark County School Board Trustee Katie Williams and Assemblyman Andy Matthews.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 4/22/21]

- **The PAC Supported Clark County School Board Trustee Katie Williams And Assemblyman Andy Matthews.** “Peters formed the Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC, which raised about $59,000 for ‘conservative candidates who back law enforcement.’ These included now Clark County School Board Trustee Katie Williams and Assemblyman Andy Matthews.” [Las Vegas Review Journal, 4/22/21]

**Personal Political Donations**

**Peters Has Given $290 To Federal Political Candidates**

According to the Federal Election Commission, Peters has given $290 to federal political candidates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Candidate (Office Sought) or Committee</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/22/20</td>
<td>Committee To Elect Sam Peters</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/16/20</td>
<td>Donald J. Trump For President, INC.</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/20</td>
<td>Nevada Republican Central Committee</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$290</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[FEC, Individual Contribution Search, accessed 7/6/21]

**Peters Has Given $4,253.29 To State-Level Political Candidates**

According to the Nevada Secretary of State, Peters has given $4,253.29 to state-level candidates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Candidate (Office Sought) or Committee</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10/9/20</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td></td>
<td>$55.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>PAC</td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/2/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/1/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/23/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$1.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/23/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$1.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/21/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/21/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/9/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$175.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/9/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$175.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/8/2020</td>
<td>Katie Jo Williams Melton R</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/30/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/30/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/23/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$41.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/23/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$41.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/19/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/19/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/14/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/14/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/9/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/9/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/5/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/5/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/3/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/3/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/1/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/1/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/31/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/31/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/6/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$690.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/6/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$690.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/30/2020</td>
<td>Morning in Nevada PAC</td>
<td>$208.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/17/2020</td>
<td>Jim Small R</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/9/2020</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC</td>
<td>$55.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,253.29</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Peters ran the Law Enforcement Loyalty PAC, and the PAC gave to Republican candidates.

**Personal Information**

**Voter Activity**
Sam Peters Was Registered To Vote In Nevada’s 4th Congressional District

Sam Peters Was Registered To Vote In Las Vegas, NV, 89131. [VoteBuilder, accessed 7/7/21]

Sam Peters’ Address Was Located In Nevada’s 4th Congressional District. [House.gov, accessed 7/7/21]


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Voted by mail in the NV general and primary elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Voted early in the NV municipal primary election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Voted early in the NV general and primary elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Did not vote in NV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Voted in the NV general and primary elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Voted in the FL general election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[VoteBuilder, accessed 7/7/21 And 12/5/19]

2020: Sam Peters Voted By Mail In Both The 2020 Primary And General Election.
Note: Further research necessary to confirm Peters’ voter history in states besides Nevada and Florida, as well as any past statements criticizing vote by mail.

### Important Note On This Document

Please keep in mind at all times that this is preliminary research, and further research will be necessary on Sam Peters. It is strongly recommended that you contact the DCCC’s Research Department for more information and in the event that you intend to use material from this report for public communications purposes. Thank you.